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ABSTRACT 
We review and extend the analysis of band circulant matrices which occur in the 
periodic spline interpolation theory with equispaced knots. Explicit bounds on the 
inverse matrices are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The interpolation of a periodic function by a periodic spline of degree n 
with equal intervals requires the solution of a linear system C,,s = b, where s 
and b are two column vectors of RN and C,, is a band circulant matrix of 
order N>, n [6]. 
When n is odd, C, is always invertible [2]. Moreover, we can decompose 
C,, into a product of strictly diagonally dominant circulant tridiagonal matrices 
and obtain an explicit bound for ]]C; ‘11 m which is independent of N [7, 9, 
101. 
When n is even, C, is invertible if and only if N is odd [2]. In this paper 
we extend the method developed by D. Kershaw [7] to the even case. In fact 
we use a regular transformation E to obtain s = (EC,)- ‘Eb. We can also 
decompose EC,, as in the odd case and obtain an explicit bound for 
IKEG,-‘II,. 
Throughout this paper )I A ]I m is the uniform matrix norm of the matrix A 
and A =circ(a,,a,,..., aN) means that A is a circulant matrix of order N 
with a,,a,,..., aN on its first row [4, p. 661. 
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2. DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES 
The general row of the band circulant matrix C,, of order N contains n 
nonzero elements denoted co, ci, . . . , c,_ 1, and the polynomial 
n-l 
Q"(X)= c cixi 
i=O 
associated to these numbers satisfies [2, p. 1341 
xQnb> = (I- x> n+l(xgJ”( &). (1) 
Then it is shown [8] that ck =c~_~_~ for all k and ck > ck_i > 0 for 
k=l , . . . , [(n - 1)/2], where [u] denotes the integer part of u. 
For example, the first seven matrices C, are C, = Z and 
C,=circ(l,l,O ,..., 0), 
C,=circ(4,1,0 ,..., O,l), 
C,=circ(ll,ll,l,O ,..., O,l), 
Cg=circ(66,26,1,0 ,..., 0,1,26), 
C,=circ(302,302,57,1,0 ,..., 0,1,57), 
C, = circ(2416,1191,120,1,0,. . . ,0, 1,120,1191). 
3. RESULTS 
Consider first the odd case and set n = 2k + 1. In this case, the poly- 
nomial Qzk+ i and the matrix Csk+i are of the forms 
Q2k+l(~) = 1+ clx + . . . + c~_~x’-~ + ckxk 
+ ck-_1x k+l+ . . . +c 1 X2k-1+X2k 
and 
C 2k+l= circ(ck,ck_i )...$ Cl,l,O,...,O,l,C1,...r ck-l)s 
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Then, following Alhberg et al. [2] and D. Kershaw [7], we have 
THEOREM 1. The matrix C2kil is regular, 
IlG+1ll, G 
( - 1)” 
Qzk+ d- 1) ’ 
and 
Qsk+i( - 1) = 2zk+z2;;:_;1 B2k+s 
where B2k+2 is a Bernoulli number (see [ 11). 
Our purpose is to obtain a similar result for the even case. Set n = 2k; 
then Qzk and Csk are such that 
Q2k(~) = l+ CIX + * *. + Ck_lXk-l + ck_lXk + . . . ClX2k-2 + X2k-’ 
and 
If N is even, consider S* = (1, - 1,. . . ,l, - 1); then C,,s = 0 and Csk is 
singular. On the other hand, if N is odd, consider the permutation matrix 
P = circ(O,l,O ,..., O)oforderN;thenZ+PisinvertibleandE=(Z+P)-’= 
+irc(l, - l,l,..., - 1,l). If we define the resulting band circulant matrix 
D,, = EC,,, we have 
where d,=l and d,=q-di_,>Ofor i=l,...,k-1. Moreoverthepoly- 
nomial 
B,,(x) = 1+ d,x + . . . + dk_2Xk-2 + dk+Xk-’ 
is such that 
+ dk_,xk + . . . + d,x2k-3 + x2k-2 
&b) = (I+ %?k(x>* (2) 
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For example, the first three matrices Dgk are D, = I, D4 = 
circ (10, l,O, 0,. . . , 0, l), and D6 = circ(246,56,1,0, . . . ,0, 1,56). 
Our main result is the following 
THEOREM 2. The matrix D2k is regular, 
IIGklllm Q 
( -l)k-l 
‘2k( - l> 
and 
‘2k( - l> = - $2k+l( - 1) 
Proof. To obtain the relation between Psk and Qsk+r consider 
p,,( _ 1) = _ lim x(l+lxJ~k(*) . 
X*-l 
Then from (1) and (2) we have 
P,,( - 1) = - 22k+1 hm 
(x$)““M 
x+-l 1+x 
But the numerator is a regular function, except possibly for x = 1, and from 
(1) and (2), it takes the value 0 when x = - 1. Then the limit is the derivative 
of numerator at r = - 1. Hence we have 
PZk( -l)= 22kf' 
ixf)““+‘ii?ilx_ _1 
and from (1) we obtain the relation between P2k and Q2k+ r. 
To complete the proof we proceed like D. Kershaw [7]. The 2k - 1 roots 
of Q2k are - 1 and 2k - 2 other strictly negative real numbers occurring in 
reciprocal pairs denoted - vI and - l/v, for r = 1,. . . , k - 1 [2, p. 1351. 
From (2) these 2k - 2 roots are also the roots of Pzk. Thus we can decompose 
Psk and D2k iI.5 fOflOWS: 
k-l 
P,,(x)= n (x2+6,x+1) 
r=l 
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where 6, = v, + l/v, >, 2, and 
k-l 
hk = I-I hk,r 
r=l 
where Dsk r = circ(S,, l,O,. . . , 0,l). To show that 6, > 2 we consider 
kz(s7-2)= kq*+8r+;jl 
r=l r=l x= -1 
= ( - l)k-lP,k( - 1). 
Then the k - 1 matrices Dzk,r are regular. Now using a result of Varah [ 111 
about strictly diagonally dominant matrices, we obtain 
and we obtain the bound from 
k-l k-l 
iiD;klhc G r~ll~D~~~llm 1 <r~l(8,-2)-1=[(-l)k-1&k(-1)]-1. n 
Finally, if we consider the original system C,,s = b, we have the following 
situation: 
ll~llm G 
I 
IICrX,llk, for n oddandalf Nan, 
IIWn) %IWl, for n evenandall Nodd >n. 
These bounds are useful for the interpolation problem [3, 5, 6, 9, lo]. 
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